CHAPTER IX
THE MYHEE
the fiscal and military division of Goozerat, known to the
Mahrattas by the name of the Myhee Kanta, was not, as
the name implied, confined to the banks of the Myhee, but
extended northwards from that river lo Poseena, UmMjee, and
the Bunas, and included, in fact, all that portion of Goozerat
proper which required the presence of a military force for the
realization of the Guikowar's tribute The natural features,
which we have described m the opening of this work, were, m
a great degree, the causes of the very different state of sub-
jection into which the various parts of the province had fallen
The level country was almost entirely reduced under the dnect
government of the Mahrattas, though the jungles of the
Choonwal, and the banks of the Myhee, as far south as
Baroda, still furnished shelter to independent tribes, and many
villages in Mondeh, Napar, Dholka, and others of the richest
districts, including those which belonged to the Rajpoot land-
holders, and in particular to the Waghelas, required an annual
armament to enforce payment of their tribute As the smaller
streams branched off, many independent communities appeared
among the ravmes and jungle on their banks , as these
rivulets increased in number, and the forest grew thicker and
more continuous, the independent territories also became more
frequent, and were found in more solid masses until, at length,
the still-untamed principalities of Eedur and Loonawara were
reached amidst the mountains of the north-east
Many Koonbees, waneeas, and others of the peaceable classes,
were included among the population of the Myhee Kanta, but
the castes which bore arms, and in whom the whole authority
of the country was vested, were Rajpoots, Koolees, or Molmm-
medans Of these, the Koolees were, by far, the most numerous,
though they were, for the most part, found under Rajpoot rule
The Rajpoots themselves were of two descriptions-- the Mar-
warees, who had accompanied the reigning family of Eedur in
its emigration from Jodhpoor, and the adherents of the

